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Walindi Plantation Resort
Walindi
Plantation Resort
Kimbe Bay Papua New Guinea
Kimbe Bay

Papua New Guinea

Walindi is an intimate dive resort nestled on the shores of Kimbe Bay on the west coast of New
Britain Island. Walindi has been operating since 1983 and is synonymous with quality diving,
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Accommodation & Facilities
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Walindi offers 12 self-contained private bungalows spread along the beachfront
and surrounded by rainforest gardens. Built in the traditional style, each en-suite
bungalow contains ceiling fans and a kitchenette with tea and coffee making
facilities. Individua spacious bungalows ensure privacy and a comfortable stay.
Also offered are 8 plantation hosue rooms offering lush garden views.
The central resort area consists of a swimming pool with sun deck surrounded by
a dining room, lounge and bar area, boutique and a comprehensive library and
internet facility. Wireless internet is also available in the main resort area.

Diving

Papua New Guinea is located in the heart of the coral triangle - the centre of
marine biodiversity which has the highest diversity of tropical fish and coral in the
world. The waters of Kimbe Bay alone are home to over half the worlds speies of
hard coral and over 900 species of fish.

Diving operates every day on a 2 to 3 dive per day basis. Quality diving equipment
is available for hire and nitrox tank fills are available.
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Walindi’s professional and friendly dive guides, our relaxed diving from custom
built day dive boats and the diversity offered on more than 40 dives sites, all make
for a memorable dive experience.

Land Tours
Walindi offers a variety of Land Tours exploring the areas surrounding the resort.
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Choose from a relaxing swim in a hot river, bushwalking or a trek up a volcano.
Bird watching at dawn or dusk can be very rewarding with over 50 bird species
recorded in the immediate area and over half of them Bismarck Archipelago
endemics. Medicinal plant gardens, traditional dwellings and cooking areas are also
included on some tours.

For anyone interested in war
planes, the abandoned NZ4522
and B-25H Mitchellin are worth a
visit. In the evening visit the
firefly trees where the minute
beetles flash in synchronous or
pulsing waves of light.

For enquiries please email us on resort@walindifebrina.com
or contact your preffered agent
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